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A presumed abundance of liquidity and leverage prior to the 
financial crisis meant there was little-to-no urgency to boost 
performance or efficiency through operations – the principal 
outcomes of active treasury management. Most fund 
managers were generally not focused on concentration risks, 
counterparty exposure, or the lack of transparency around 
fee structures, borrow costs, and margin requirements.    
Times have changed.

The value of Treasury Management has an inverse relationship 
with the availability and cost of liquidity.  Forward-looking 
fund managers that perceived the importance of active 
treasury management were well-positioned to react to the 
2008 financial crisis.  Having already established multiple 
counterparty relationships, and with active management 
and a timely understanding of exposures, these treasurers 
became a critical component of their front-office risk 
management processes and were able to move their 
cash and positions across their multiple relationships with  
minimal issues. 

Over the last eight years, fund managers have experienced: 

• A focus on counterparty diversification and exposure 

• Increasing cost of financing and prime brokerage fees

• Constrained bank balance sheets (as evidenced by 
repricing or reduced appetite to service)

• Increased regulatory demands

• Lower investor fees

• Increased investor due diligence 

Now, for most funds, every basis points counts, regardless 
of where it comes from. Today, we are seeing a strong focus 
on active treasury management amongst fund managers—a 
trend that we expect to accelerate in 2017 and beyond. 
We expect fund managers to actively manage free cash 
positions and wallet share to maintain appropriate return on 
asset (ROA) levels at their counterparties, which is critical 
to ensuring continued access to financing at reasonable 
funding costs.  Those fund managers will benefit by creating 
incremental alpha from their operations in several ways, 
including: obtaining higher yields on cash, realizing cost 
savings from better operational efficiency, and reducing risk 

of regulatory non-compliance expense.

Prior to the 2008 financial crisis, across the asset management 
industry, and more specifically in the hedge fund community, 
treasury management commanded little attention. Today, the 
story is very different. Active treasury management has emerged 
as a best practice that is integral to operational efficiency, 
regulatory compliance—and for those who manage it effectively—
an additional source of alpha. 

45% of hedge fund managers 
surveyed indicated that their 
prime brokers have requested 
them to implement treasury and 
cash management optimization 
in order for them to remain 
economically viable  

2016 E&Y Global Hedge  
Fund and Investor Survey
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What is Active Treasury Management?

Once thought of as simply cash management and understanding counterparty exposure, active treasury management has 
become a core competency for successful managers complementing their investment expertise and risk management. The 
main objectives of an effective treasury function are:

• Maintaining secure, stable funding 

• Managing of the short book (“Best Execution”)

• Managing long financing (especially using broker axe lists, where appropriate)

• Understanding counterparties’ balance sheet constraints and metrics and coordinating with them to help manage ROA 

• Allocating wallet share proportionally and appropriately to optimize relationships and minimize costs

• Minimizing counterparty exposure 

• Managing cash (including FX exposure)

• Optimizing margin and collateral

 
To achieve these goals, fund managers need to ensure they have:  

• A clear definition of what treasury management entails and how to measure success 

• An experienced treasurer with an understanding and mandate to manage the function supported by a strong 
operations team

• Comprehensive technology to enable increased visibility and cost transparency

• Top-down support for treasury management and the corresponding culture dynamics:

 − Buy-in from firm management
 − Coordination with operations, risk, and legal teams
 − Integration with compliance functions
 − Input into investment process with respect to asset classes and funding sources

• Annual formal relationship review meetings with each counterparty to understand the evolution of their business, 
changes to their funding model, treatment from firm treasury groups and to gauge overall firm commitment to 
supporting clients

• Regular monitoring of counterparty credit worthiness, using CDS spreads,  
balance sheet usage, stock price, capital ratios and credit ratings

 

Benefits of Active Treasury Management 

Collectively, these different areas are converging under a centralized treasury management approach. There are three 
strategic benefits of an effective treasury management platform:

• Manage counterparties in terms of risks, rates, collateralization and share of spend

• Optimize the costs of funding to identify and realize potential revenues from current holdings

• Provide regulators and investors with the necessary transparency to maintain and build AUM and brand reputation

In addition to these strategic benefits, it should be noted that with an active treasury management solution, operational 
benefits such as reducing costs by automating manual and inefficient processes may have a meaningful impact on a fund’s 
returns. 
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In the current environment, a fund delivering a 1-2% returned yield with a 2% and 20% fee structure could realistically gain 
another 50-75 basis points of return by implementing proactive, automated treasury management processes. 

Balancing Counterparty Costs and ROA

As a result of the financial crisis and the regulations that followed, banks are no 
longer able to simply set goals to maximize revenues by product line—rather, they 
must first evaluate their balance sheet and capital implications and other constraints 
across the bank in assessing each individual client. This has put a significant limitation 
on financing options to fund managers, and has led banks to focus on ROA profile of 
their prime brokerage customers—i.e., how much balance sheet could–or should-the 
bank provide to each client considering impact to the bank overall?

Banks are now using ROA as one key metric to analyze the importance and 
profitability of each client relationship, not just traditional gross revenue metrics. 
Although the formula to calculate ROA is straightforward, many of the (numerator 
and denominator) concepts are complex and somewhat subjective depending on 
the bank’s franchise strengths, approach to liquidity and appetite for risk, among 
other factors.

As fund managers add more counterparties, they must carefully balance their wallet 
share to ensure that they maintain appropriate ROA levels to continue to access 
necessary financing and to manage their overall cost of doing business. Doing so 
requires that fund managers understand, assess and manage their wallet allocation 
with each of their counterparties. One of the biggest challenges is aggregating 
and normalizing all the relevant data sets from counterparties as well as internal 
applications.  

Managing Counterparty Exposure 

Prior to the crisis, fund managers didn’t focus much on counterparty risks as the prospect of a failure on the scale of 
Lehman Brothers, and its ensuing effects, was certainly not anticipated by most market participants. Fast forward to today, 
counterparty exposure and the health of each counterparty is now of paramount concern for every fund manager, and their 
investors. As fund managers expand their counterparty relationships to diversify risk and support their business needs, they 
are faced with the challenge of tracking and actively managing their exposure to each of their counterparties. Some of the 
key points to consider while managing counterparties, include:

• Continually monitoring net asset exposure to each counterparty

• Replicating counterparty margin rules to monitor/manage margin call scenarios internally versus each counterparty

• Setting and actively managing adequate liquidity buffers, to support trading activities, especially with banks unwilling 
to accept free cash, and moving unencumbered cash to custodians and other money market funds

• Monitoring counterparty credit worthiness

The New Realities of Cash Management 

Pre-2008, funds typically held excess cash with their prime brokers and earned a normal interest rate.  With relatively high 
returns, funds showed little concern over rates charged by prime brokers and lenders, and with fewer counterparties, fund 
managers often were unaware of rate discrepancies. Utilizing a tight cash management function to save a few basis points 
was perceived as having no material effect on performance and thus not seen as a strategic exercise.  

74% of funds  
have a formal  

review process  
to evaluate  

prime broker  
performance; 

53% have a  
counterparty 
management 

committee  

2016 E&Y Global Hedge  
Fund and Investor Survey
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Driven by the industry’s Basel III regulations, cash management became a more complex challenge, as, ironically, banks which 
could always be counted on to hold a fund’s excess cash are now less willing to do so.  Now, their prime brokerage divisions, 
if they take cash, are required to allocate balance sheet resources to do so, causing them to greatly reduce the practice.  As 
a result, several prime brokers have required clients to pay aggressive minimum monthly fees, move their cash elsewhere, or, 
if they are smaller funds, take their business elsewhere altogether.

From Visibility to Forecasting to Optimization 

Now, many fund managers are making a concerted effort to proactively manage their cash in order to: maintain effective 
prime broker relationships, reduce their costs of funding, and avoid fees and potentially sanctions associated with keeping 
cash at their prime broker. Further, those following emerging treasury management best practices are actively sweeping 
excess cash out of prime broker accounts and into money market funds or other vehicles, diversifying where their assets are 
held and adding incremental yield to returns.

Understanding where all cash positions are held is an obvious and simple, yet essential benefit of proactive treasury 
management. By having an up to the minute view of base interest rates, knowledge of debit and credit balances and the 
negotiated rates being charged minimizes “slippage” by enabling the collapsing of debt and its associated interest expense.  

A perhaps less apparent, but more important result of visibility is the ability to ‘sense’ the health of counterparties, detect 
potential fraudulent activity or cyber-threats, and, in general, run regression analyses on data to forecast optimal cash 
positions. 

The value of sophisticated interconnected systems to aggregate, view, analyze, and automate optimization of underlying 
data critical to cash management increases with use. And, it informs other key treasury disciplines such as collateral and 
margin management.

Cash Wires and Controls

For many fund managers, wiring cash is a significant operational challenge.  This is the result of having multiple counterparties, 
each with their own security controls (passwords, tokens, et cetera), having multiple authorization limits (e.g., two people 
must authorize any cash movement over $10M), and having global accounts with multiple currencies. Consider a fund 
manager with 400 accounts, across 20 banks globally—assuming they have two approval levels, each approver would have 
to manage 20 passwords and tokens across the various banks. With password expirations and lost tokens, this can quickly 
become a major operational headache. 

Finally, consider the cybersecurity concerns that fund managers and their investors have today. From external cyberattacks 
to the malevolent actions of internal rogue employees, fund managers are facing significant risks. In today’s world, investors 
are expecting strong controls around cash wires, in addition to requiring SWIFT connectivity to ensure speedy and secure 
wire movements.

Collateral and Margin Management 

Funds may have billions of dollars of collateral posted to multiple OTC counterparties at any given time, but absent proactive 
collateral management, the fund may be dramatically under- or over-collateralized. When a fund is under-collateralized, a 
bank will immediately issue a margin call to post additional collateral. Conversely, over-collateralization rarely results in a 
bank informing the fund of the amount or offering to return capital that could be used to support additional investments. It 
is especially important to be able to nimbly manage collateral on complex products and among global counterparties during 
times of rapidly fluctuating currency valuations and rising interest rates. 
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A fund with a robust collateral management capability can quickly pull back from an over-collateralized situation. For example, 
a fund receives a margin call from one of its counterparties but its treasury management system indicates it is in fact, over-
collateralized by a small amount. Armed with the data, the fund is in a strong position to validate its position and reduce or 
even negate potential fees. Imagine being able to instantly prove that a $22 million collateral call should only be $21 million, 
and being able to use that successfully disputed $1 million for a more productive purpose. 

The situation is similar with margin management in general, not just OTC collateral.  Fund managers proactively managing 
their prime broker margin requirements can independently calculate their haircuts, on any sort of a trade, making it possible 
to deal with their partners using equal, or even more accurate information.

Managing Short and Long Exposures 

Fund managers must actively track and understand the lending rates 
on their positions—regardless of direction. For short positions, getting a 
better understanding of market color by the increasing transparency of 
borrow rates can help reduce borrow costs. For long positions, managers 
may identify lending opportunities which enables them to add incremental 
alpha to their portfolio’s performance. But, lending out their longs 
introduces operational challenges, which often deter fund managers from 
participating.  Such challenges can be addressed with effective treasury 

management technology and proactive internal processes.   

Conclusion and 2017 Trends

Today, asset management firms are moving from a passive to a proactive 
approach to treasury management.  Those doing so are creating alpha 
from operations in many ways including obtaining higher yields from cash, 
realizing cost savings from better operational efficiency, and reducing risk 
of regulatory non-compliance expense. They are effectively converting a 
cost center into a profit center.

In 2017, we expect these trends to impact the buy-side fund management industry: 

• With the geopolitical changes (U.S. election results and Brexit), we expect to see some level of deregulation, with the 
majority of regulations remaining intact, including Basel III 

• Due to existing regulations, fund managers will likely continue to see increased cost of financing, as well as limited 
access to banks’ balance sheet 

• To effectively diversify risk/exposure as well as to increase access to liquidity, fund managers will keep or expand the 
number of financing relationships 

• Fund managers will look to actively manage wallet share across their counterparties to maintain appropriate ROA 
levels 

• Fund managers will continue reducing free cash balances at prime brokers by seeking alternate sources of liquidity,  
like money market funds, with a focus on three criteria, namely: safety, liquidity, and yield (which is a distant third) 

• Fund managers will focus on building treasury management functions (talent, processes, and technology), but will 
likely face challenges in finding and hiring the right talent 

• Investor operational due diligence will expand to include detailed understanding of treasury practices (not just 
counterparty exposure reporting)

The number of firms that 
currently have or are planning 

to set up a central treasury 
group increased from 

49% in the 2015 survey to 

60% in the 2016 survey  

2016 E&Y Global Hedge  
Fund and Investor Survey
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Hazeltree believes those firms who continue to approach treasury management in the same way they did in the past will find 
themselves at a considerable disadvantage. While there is consensus that the subject area is complex and in flux, it is also 
clear that the bigger the fund, the more focused on treasury they should be and the more return on treasury they can get.

In future papers, we will further define how Hazeltree is responding to the changing market requirements for active treasury 
management.

 
About Hazeltree

Hazeltree is the leading Treasury Management solution provider, serving hedge funds, asset managers, fund administrators, 
insurance companies and pension funds with powerful, proactive performance enhancement and risk mitigation capabilities 
that generate operational alpha, reduce a range of risks and streamline operations. Hazeltree’s integrated treasury management 
solution includes comprehensive cash management, securities financing, collateral management, counterparty management 
and margin management capabilities. Hazeltree is headquartered in New York with offices in London and Hong Kong. 

Hazeltree Fund Services
150 West 30th Street
New York, NY 10001

www.hazeltree.com


